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k4 THE PLANETARIUM (MISSION) 

Psychological" city 

street lights repetitions 

s easy to forget the stars exist 
in New York, preoccupied 

gith the interior, metropolitan 

For some injnity 

literal crystal point 

is the planetarium, 

hfr0:en whirlpool 
at the end 

of the world, a vast structure 
fconcentric circles, round whose bor&rs one m y  find 

en iruerminable collection of ideas as ohjects, a repository of model universes 

perfect anti-space 

&sing 
flecks of light 

mpenetrable, curved wall of a celestial hull or 

WALKING AMONG THE UNIVERSE'S STREET SIGNS 

lear surfaces 

rulture is a sculpture, varying impressions of space 

different people at different moments 
disparate, simultaneous 

Every planet emanates sound. The Earth emanates a D-$2~. 



"green" 

"to see time as an infinity of surfaces or structures" 

's foreign object to reactions) "observing a blade of grass" 
"observing an urban reflection" 

irony is two in one 

is one aspect 

fields, hearing voices 

resembles something complete, it would no longer be the whole.") 

ctifying media material) 

moving through force fields of time, various 

pleasuretpanic, to possess 

what you do to an object by looking at it." 

have to know what you do to an object by looking at it.") 

r music and change to Latitude 80 degrees North in the planetariun 

USA Today and finding 

before the victorious game, 
a female meteomgist, 

$he latest Parisian chic, was seen on national television ...." 
is impossible not to view 

voices 



ce in the Eiflel Tower 

know how wonderful the 20th century 

--Frank O'Hara 
(sense of history and absurdity) 

context changes context 

the alarm clock radio comes on yesterday and NPR's 

go asks, "Is there anything in the universe that cannot be found on Earth?" 

h has no white dwarf - 
re would explode like a 

icroscopic black hole 
e manufactured, 

r. Another thing missing 

(waking into a dream 

untering the uncanny; I seek it out; it comes to me) 

to remember 

langelo asked his students to stare at a bare wall and draw what they saw, 

ered imitable included 

believing in speed, brightness, achieving cinema 
objectifying the bureaucratic 

between you and your mind (being there and not) 

--Charles Baudelaire 

is one history, space one phase 


